This paper presents a series of new algorithms for reliably graphing two-dimensional implicit equations and inequalities. A clear standard for interpreting the graphs generated by two-dimensional graphing software is introduced and used to evaluate the presented algorithms. The first approach presented uses a standard interval arithmetic library. This approach is shown to be faulty; an analysis of the failure reveals a limitation of standard interval arithmetic. Subsequent algorithms are developed in parallel with improvements and extensions to the interval arithmetic used by the graphing algorithms. Graphs exhibiting a variety of mathematical and artistic phenomena are shown to be graphed correctly by the presented algorithms. A brief comparison of the final algorithm presented to other graphing algorithms is included.
Introduction
The problem discussed in this paper is a familiar one to computer graphics researchers: given an equation in x and y, produce its graph. Given that this problem has been discussed for centuries, it is unsurprising that there is an abundance of partial solutions to this problem. It is, however, surprising that there is no published method capable of reliably solving this problem even if we restrict our attention to the simple equations encountered in introductory mathematics courses.
This paper presents a method that correctly graphs a wide variety of equations, including all of the equations encountered in typical introductory mathematics courses. More-over, when confronted with a difficult equation that is beyond the capabilities of the presented method, the portions of the graph that are not known to be correct will be marked clearly.
Many students currently studying mathematics are using automated graphing tools that produce incorrect graphs for some of the equations discussed in their curricula. I have written this paper in the hope that, in the future, more students will have access to graphing tools that work correctly.
The methods described in this paper are used in GrafEq TM . [Ped] . Except for branch cut tracking, I first implemented these methods in  and publically demonstrated their use with GrafEq . in . My M.Sc. thesis [Tup96] provides more details about graphing with Tupper interval arithmetic 1 and includes a discussion of Tupper linear interval arithmetic.
Formula Syntax
To be general-purpose tools, our graphing methods must handle implicit equations of the form f = g, where f and g are given symbolically using standard mathematical operators, constants, and the variables x and y.
The operators that I have implemented for the graphing algorithms we will discuss include + ,−, ±, ×, ÷, exponentiation, nth root, log, min, max, median, minn (nth smallest), maxn (nth largest), ||, , , !, Γ, seventy-two trigonometric (multi-)functions (the six basic functions sin, cos, tan, csc, sec, cot; their functional partial inverses Arcsin, Arccos, Arctan, Arccsc, Arcsec, Arccot; and their multi-functional inverses arcsin, arccos, arctan, arccsc, arcsec, arccot; for trigonometry based on the unit circle x 2 + y 2 = 1, the unit hyperbola x 2 − y 2 = 1, the unit diamond |x| + |y| = 1, and the unit square max(|x|, |y|) = 1), sgn, mod, gcd, and lcm.
I have implemented the preceeding operators so that the user can directly enter a wide range of equations. Restricting the user to a special class of equations, such as algebraic equations, can allow the development of better special-purpose algorithms, but this paper presents generalpurpose graphing algorithms. Arbitrarily removing some of the preceeding operators will not, in many cases, simplify the problem as the user may be able to emulate the missing operators with the remaining ones. For example, max(f, g) ≡ as these constructs can be emulated if they are not directly available,as [ 
Formula Semantics
Any formula r(x, y), when evaluated with specific real numbers x and y, is always either false (F) or true (T). Based on my experience discussing these topics with others, I would like to discuss a few of the rules I use to evaluate formulae before continuing so that the meaning of formulae are clear.
Over My rules for evaluating expressions involving "undefined" quantities are:
1. a mathematical operator is "undefined" if any of its arguments are, and 2. the boolean result of comparing an "undefined" quantity to any other quantity, including another "undefined" quantity, using =, <, ≤, >, ≥, ≶, or is F.
Here are three ways of defending these rules:
• A comparison evaluates to T if and only if the ordered pair being compared is a member of the set defining the comparison; for example, = is defined by {(x, x) : x ∈ R}. In Prolog parlance, we will make a closed-world assumption, namely that we have a complete understanding of all available mathematical operators. This assumption is reasonable as we have no obligation to consider any other model of arithmetic. When given with an "undefined" quantity, we cannot produce an ordered pair that is a member of the comparison's defining set, so the result of evaluation is F.
• With the mathematical operators we are considering, each partial operator can be rewritten using operators that are always well-defined. For example, the formula y < √ x may be expanded out to ∃s[
; this formula is false when x < 0 and involves no undefined quantities. Rewriting all of the partial operators in this manner produces results equivalent to the above evaluation rules.
• Pragmatically, we want expressions such as
x ∧ [x < 0] to be well-defined for all x; this occurs when using the rules above.
My rules for evaulating gcd and lcm are based on Euclid's definition. My rules for evaluating exponents with negative bases agree with those taught in many high-schools: for a < 0, a b is well-defined if and only if b is equal to a rational number with an odd denominator; for a < 0, a b is negative if and only if b is equal to a rational number with an odd numerator. These rules for evaluating exponents can be defended, but would take us too far afield. I do not know of any evaluation rules that prescribe different values. I accept that 0 0 = 1. Nevertheless, the graphing techniques presented in this paper can be adapted to different evaluation rules.
Computed Graph Semantics
Given a mathematical formula r and a rectangular region [L, R] × [B, T ], of the Cartesian plane R 2 , our graphing algorithm will produce an illustration that consists of a W × H rectangular array of pixels. We will refer to this illustration as a computed graph of r.
Each pixel of the computed graph represents a closed rectangular region of the plane. To simplify the ensuing discussion, we will often refer to points as being inside or outside of a pixel rather than the region the pixel represents.
It would be very natural to require correct computed graphs to satisfy the following two rules, with each pixel being either white or black:
• if a pixel is white, there are no solutions of r within the pixel; and
• if a pixel is black, there is at least one solution of r within the pixel;
A point (x, y) is a solution of r if r(x, y) is true. If we place these semantics on computed graphs, users will naturally interpret computed graphs correctly. Unfortunately, these naïve semantics are unrealistic. Now that we have formalized the equation graphing problem, it can be shown that the problem, as formalized, is not computable: no fixed algorithm can produce correct black and white graphs of arbitrary formulae, even if given an arbitrary amount of time and memory. We will give our algorithms a way out by allowing them to color some pixels red:
• if a pixel is red, there may or may not be solutions of r within the pixel.
With these new semantics, computed graphs can be iteratively refined, as shown in figure . A graphing algorithm can begin by presenting the user with a solid red image, and then, over time, gradually reveal the behavior of r by replacing red pixels with either white pixels or black pixels. With this approach, information is presented to the user as it is discovered and the user will intuit that the red pixels show where the computer is "unsure" or "not yet finished." These precise semantics also allow us to numerically gauge the performance of different graphing algorithms. 
↑ √ x through rounding mode control. After we have implemented interval arithmetic routines for all of the mathematical operators we allow, we can compute guaranteed bounds for arbitrary expressions; see the references cited at the start of this section for further information about implementing interval arithmetic routines.
We will use interval arithmetic with boolean values to represent, and process, the results of formula evaluations, as shown by the following pseudo-code: (GreaterThan takes floating-point intervals as arguments) 
Pixel Boundaries
Since the rectangular graphing area is partitioned into a regular grid of rectangles, pixel (x, y) corresponds to the re-
, where pixel (0, 0) is the bottom-left pixel and pixel (W − 1, H − 1) is the topright pixel. As shown in figure , even if the bounds of the graphing area (L, R, B, and T ) are given as floating-point numbers, the bounds of individual pixels may not be representable exactly using floating-point numbers.
Carrying out the calculations using floating-point, with round-to-nearest as the rounding mode, will show that the center-bottom pixel of figure 3 -some points that do belong have been excluded and some points that do not belong have been included. As this incorrect correspondence may easily cause an incorrect graph to be generated, we will not use this approach, which will often lead to significant We will instead use inner and outer bounds of the rectangular region that corresponds to each pixel. 
Procedure 1
All of our graphing procedures have the same high-level structure that is shown in the pseudo-code for Graph below: the computed graph is first painted red and then a set of uncertain regions Uk is maintained that keeps track of which regions of the graph are undecided.
Graph(r, L, R, B, T , W , H)
The Graph pseudo-code given assumes that W and H are chosen / adjusted so that the starting Uk has only a few regions. The RefinePixels procedure checks each of the regions in Uk and colors portions of the graph black or white if the existence or absence of solutions of r can be established throughout an entire region; regions that remain undecided are subdivided and put into Uk−1 for processing later. With each region u, r is evaluated over u ↑ = ( l, r , b, t ) where, as discussed in the previous section, [l, r] × [b, t] is an outer boundary of the region represented by u.
RefinePixels(r, Uk)
else Uk−1 ← Uk−1∪ FourSubsquares(u) 6. return Uk−1 Figure  shows a sequence of computed graphs from procedure . One approach to removing the uncertain pixels that remain after U0 has been exhausted is to declare, by fiat, that the remaining uncertain pixels are "close enough" and to color all remaining red pixels black. All other "interval" graphing approaches that I have seen take an approach similar to this -an unreliable heuristic is applied so that graphing may terminate. Although such approaches are certainly expedient, they fails to meet our standards of rigor. Instead, we will extend our procedure; but before we do, we will investigate the interval arithmetic system that provides the foundation for our procedures.
Although it may seem that our procedure is infallible, and that a correctness proof would be trivial, a little testing will reveal that we have overlooked a limitation of standard interval arithmetic. well-defined. But when we take the square root of x, the result is not well-defined when x < 0 as we are modelling real arithmetic. When confronted with the task of computing the interval result of a mathematical operation that may not be welldefined, standard interval arithmetic libraries will halt, issue an exception, return an overly-wide result, or simply act as though the result is well-defined. Most libraries act, when possible, as though the result is well-defined, as we did above, under the assumption that only well-defined expressions will be evaluated. Returning an overly wide result, such as −∞, +∞ would keep our procedure from incorrectly graphing the example above, but would not help with other graphs, such as y < 0 √ x, and would hinder the graphing of y = √ x. Issuing an exception would not be of much direct help, as it is unclear what action our graphing procedure should then take. Halting is not a useful option for our application.
8 Domain Tracking; Algorithm 1.1
We will extend our interval arithmetic system to keep track of whether or not a quantity is well-defined. The interval val ∈ a, b ; def ∈ c, d represents a quantity q
• that is not well-defined if c, d = F, F , and
• that may or may not be well-defined if c, d = F, T ; if q is well-defined, a ≤ q ≤ b. The standard interval a, b corresponds to val ∈ a, b ; def ∈ T, T if we assume that intervals always represent well-defined quantities. When evaluating r, leaf intervals have def ∈ T, T as constants and the variables x and y are always well-defined. An interval with domain tracking is stored using two floating-point values and two boolean values; "val ∈" and "def ∈" are not stored as part of an interval and are used only as notational aides.
3 Here is example psuedo-code for a square-root routine with domain tracking:
Keeping track of whether or not a represented quantity is well-defined is a simple example of domain tracking.
With standard interval arithmetic, procedure  will correctly graph any formula that is well-defined for all x and y. Algorithm . carries out the same steps as procedure , but uses an interval arithmetic with domain tracking. Algorithm . will graph any formula correctly.
Subpixel Computation; Algorithm 2
Our next algorithm, algorithm , will extend algorithm . by working with subpixel regions. We do this by adding the following three lines to Graph:
The new routine, RefineSubpixel, is similar to RefinePixels, but it must take into account any other remaining subpixel elements.
RefineSubpixel(r, Uk)
then PaintWhite(p) 10.
else Uk−1 ← Uk−1∪ FourSubsquares(u) 11. return Uk−1
Absent(p, U) returns true if and only if no subpixel elements of p are in U. Remove(u, U) removes u from U; Remove(p, U) removes all subpixel elements of p from U.
To determine u ↑ , we can use a grid that covers p, as shown in figure . We need not ensure that u ↑ covers the region represented by u, but merely that the entire grid covers the region represented by p. Using such a grid will minimize the overlap between subpixel regions of p and can consequently improve rendering times and rendering results. , the region that u represents.
For inequalities, algorithm  is quite capable of producing finished computed graphs, where no red pixels remain, as shown in figure  ; algorithm  will also finish the inequality of figure a. 
Continuity Tracking; Algorithm 3
When applied to the equation of figure b, algorithm  will whiten all pixels that lack solutions, but will still leave red all pixels that contain solutions.
To extend algorithm  so that it can finish graphing onedimensional sets, we will extend our interval system so that it provides continuity tracking. The interval val ∈ a, b ; def ∈ c, d ; cont ∈ e, f represents a quantity q
• that is continuous if e, f = T, T ,
• that is not continuous if e, f = F, F , and
• that may or may not be continuous if e, f = F, T ; c, d states whether or not q is defined while a, b provides us with a bound on q when it is defined. Example psuedocode for the addition and floor operators follow:
Algorithm  extends algorithm  by using continuity tracking to try to prove that solutions of r exist. Line 10 of RefineSubpixel is replaced with the following pseudo-code:
then ShowSubpixelSolution(p, Uk, Uk−1) 12.
else Uk−1 ← Uk−1∪ FourSubsquares(u)
The above pseudo-code assumes that r is given as f = 0. In general, when r is not given as a single equation, but is given as a logical combination of equations and inequalities, the above steps are carried out on the equations within r and any proof of a solution of an equation causes a T, T to be propagated up through the higher levels of r before any final decision can be made regarding p. My implementations look for a sign change of f by evaluating f over several points in
Snyder [Sny92a] discusses a "continuity operator" that seems to be similar to our continuity tracking: only a few details are given, but Snyder seems to use the information at a higher-level than we do. It is not clear if, or how, Snyder deals with domain tracking. 
Interval Sets; Algorithm 3.1
As shown in figure , algorithm  fails to whiten pixels that lie along discontinuities, even for the simple case of y = 1 x . Algorithm  does not break discontinuous curves apart as the underlying interval arithmetic does not break discontinuous evaluations apart. With interval sets, our interval procedures can break discontinuous evaluations apart by returning a set of intervals whose union covers the true result, as shown by the following pseudo-code which replaces our previous Floor procedure:
To evaluate a mathematical operator with interval set arguments, our interval library can loop over all possible combinations of interval arguments and repeatedly invoke the appropriate interval evaluation routine.
Using this approach with binary operators, such as multiplication, can produce sets with many members since the product of an interval set with m elements and an interval set with n elements would be an interval set with mn elements. If an interval set contains too many elements, the set can be simplified by merging some of the interval elements together; after simplification, the set will use fewer memory but may also be less precise. Judicious simplification can minimize the loss of precision: for example, merging overlapping intervals with similar properties together will not affect precision.
I will clarify the role that domain tracking plays now that interval sets are available to our interval library. First, intervals with def ∈ F, F can now be omitted; the empty set can be returned for quantities that are not well-defined. Second, an interval with def ∈ T, T will only be returned if it is known that the quantity represented is well-defined and lies within the interval about to be returned. This approach is used for several reasons: it will generalize nicely when we later modify our underlying interval arithmetic; it allows multifunctions to be modelled directly; and it allows intervals to be considered individually rather than as part of a set -this improves modularity and simplifies the introduction of interval sets to an interval library. Other forms of property tracking, such as continuity tracking, are similarly applied to individual interval elements. If desired, property tracking can be applied to interval sets. 
Branch Cut Tracking; Algorithm 3.2
By keeping track of the circumstances surrounding interval evaluations, our interval library can reduce the number of intervals kept in interval sets while simultaneously increasing the precision of computed bounds. Consider the following evaluation, which occurs while trying to decide one of the red pixels of figure a: (for clarity, property tracking has been omitted) The result of the evaluation is F, T as the routine testing for equality is unaware of the correlation between the two interval sets.
When an evaluation routine breaks a discontinuous evaluation apart into pieces, no information is kept that keeps track of which branch each piece belongs to. We will extend our interval library to keep track of which branch each interval belongs to by adding a partial function branch : Z → Z to each interval. This function maps from branch cut sites to chosen branches; branch cut sites are identified during formula preprocessing: each operator that can perform branch cuts that occurs more than once with the same arguments within the formula being evaluated is assigned a unique integer that identifies the branch cut site. This preprocessing occurs within the framework of common subexpression elimation. Pseudo-code for evaluating a floor operation with branch cut tracking follows:
When evaluating a binary operation with interval sets, only intervals that can belong to the same branch are considered for evaluation, as the following pseudo-code shows: (the resulting intervals have branch = gi ∪ Gj)
val ∈ A, B ; def ∈ C, D ; cont ∈ E, F ; branch = G j ) 8. return S With my implementations, the branch function is represented using two bit-fields, cut and chosen; branch cut site i corresponds to the ith bit of each bit-field. cut remembers which cuts have been performed while chosen remembers which branch the interval belongs to. With this representation, the pseudo-code for IsAFunction is as follows:
When evaluating r, leaf evaluation intervals, which correspond to constants and the variables x and y, have empty branch functions as they belong to all branches.
Algorithm . uses branch functions while evaluating r, but is otherwise the same as algorithm .. Algorithm . finishes both graphs of figure ; figure a shows a finished computed graph of the bi-infinite binary tree from figure b. Graphs based on enumerations, such as figure b, can be improved significantly by keeping tracking of branch cuts as discontinuous elements of r usually reoccur several times. Figure  shows a computed graph based on enumerating all j × 17 bi-level grids; a high-precision floating-point package must be used to finish this computed graph. The interval routines must also use the same branch cut sites for Affine arithmetic [CS93] , which is another generalization of standard interval arithmetic, also uses common subexpression analysis to improve the bounds returned from interval evaluations. As with linear interval arithmetic [Tup96] , affine arithmetic uses functions to bound quantities, but introduces a new dependent variable for each common subexpression.
Halftoning
Algorithm . can correctly graph a wide variety of formulae, as shown by figures  and . For both formulae, 
Exponentials; Algorithm 3.3
Still, a few formulae from introductory mathematics courses remain beyond the reach of our graphing algorithms; these remaining formulae involve exponentials; several are shown in figure .
Algorithm . will not finish graphing y = x 1 3 because the underlying interval arithmetic cannot decide if x 0.33,0.34 is well-defined when x < 0. Clearly explaining all of the details involved with evaluating exponentials with interval arithemetic would unacceptably lengthen this paper and is a likely topic for a future presentation towards an audience focused on mathematical computation. It is sufficient, for many graphs, for our graphing algorithm to to analyse r symbolically before graphing and to add, when possible, a tag to each exponent: this tag would state the parity of the numerator and the denominator of the exponent when it is in lowest terms. This modification allows algorithm . to finish graphing y = x 1 3 as the interval exponentiation routine can determine that x 0.33,0.34 is well-defined and negative when x < 0 if it knows that the exponent is a rational number with an odd numerator and denominator. Further preprocessing and tagging, based on noticing that y = x x is of the form f (y) = g (x) g (x) where g is a non-constant an- have not yet discussed the many ways in which our graphing algorithms can be optimized. Some optimization suggestions that will usually reduce the amount of memory and time required to graph a formula follow: (see [Sny92a] for additional hints)
1. Common subexpressions should be folded together and only evaluated at most once per evaluation of r. This is required for tracking branch cuts.
2. Constants in r should be computed once and then cached for future use; they should not be computed each time r is evaluated.
3. Evaluated subexpressions that depend only on x or y should be cached. As an example, consider figure a; while processing each Uk, sin 13x will be evaluated many times with the exact same interval for x.
4. Using a multigrid approach, as we have, for subpixel computations does not fully exploit our lack of interest in subpixel geometry. Recursively probing a pixel for solutions of r is generally much faster as we are interested in at most one solution of r.
5.
A separate explicit graphing algorithm should be used when r can be expressed as either y f (x) or x f (y), where is a comparison. More generally, any explicit disjuncts of r can be removed and handled by an explicit graphing algorithm while the remainder of r is handled by our implicit graphing algorithm.
6. Symbolic preprocessing should be done to simplify r; many of the examples used to disparage interval methods are based on symbolic reasoning. Appropriate symbolic preprocessing will nullify these examples. As a simple example, if f −f occurs within r, and f is known to be well-defined, f − f may be replaced with 0. Many algorithms have been developed to massage r into various well-behaved forms for certain classes of r. See [Arn83, Tau93] for when r is algebraic.
Comparisons with Other Work
Other researchers have presented algorithms for graphing formulae. The approach I present in this paper differs from these other approaches in the following ways:
1. I assign a clear meaning to the color used for each pixel. With this meaning, it is possible to prove that algorithms .-. are all correct and never produce incorrect graphs.
Fateman [Fat92] argues for "honest" plotting that faithfully represents all significant features of a graph. This is desirable, but it is clearly impossible in general as our display can only present a limited amount of information; nevertheless, algorithms .-. can faithfully represent some features of a graph, such as local extrema, when the resolution of the graph is sufficient; algorithms .-. will never misrepresent any features of a graph, given our semantics behind computed graphs.
Arnon [Arn83] argues for a "topologically reliable" display. Although this too, due to the limitations of our display device, is clearly impossible, even for algebraic curves, algorithms .-. will, for example, never show a computed graph that disconnects connected components of the graph being plotted.
I have taken the liability of a limited-resolution display device and turned it into a valuable asset: its limitations provides a terminating criterion for our graphing algorithm. Approaches based on computing significant features or topological characteristics of a graph will be unable to handle graphs with infinite amounts of detail. Even smooth one-dimensional manifolds with no horizontal or vertical segments, the type of graphs that Snyder's "Implicit Curve Approximation Algorithm" is intended to address [Sny92b] , can contain an infinite number of disjoint components and have an infinite number of local extrema, as exemplified by the graph of sin 1 x 2 +y 2 = 0. Algorithms .-. can, of course, be stymied by difficult formulae, but it is reassuring to know that, for every formula, there is a unique finished computed graph of that formula and that that finished computed graph can be produced by some reliable graphing algorithms, even if we have not yet implemented those algorithms.
2. Algorithms .-. correctly handle formulae that contain subexpressions that are undefined and/or discontinuous for some values of x and y.
Approaches based on standard interval methods [Fat92, Sny92b, ABK95, HQvE00] will generally not be able to break discontinuous evaluations apart and will not break discontinuous curves apart, as discussed in section 11 and shown in figures  and a,b.
Other approaches explicitly limit themselves to formulae which are well-defined, such as algebraic equations [Arn83, Tau93] . 
Conclusion and Future Work
Algorithm . correctly graphs the mathematical formulae encountered in introductory mathematics courses; when applied to a difficult formula that is beyond its capabilities, algorithm . clearly marks the pixels that it cannot decide. At no point does the algorithm use any approximations that may cause it to produce an incorrect graph.
Given that equation graphing, as formalized herein, is not computable, there is a never-ending stream of improvements that could be made to algorithm . that would allow it to produce finished graphs for an ever-larger set of formulae. Improvements in this direction can be made by introducing more features into the interval library underlying algorithm .; with some thought, many symbolic techniques that could be applied to the formula prior to graphing can be adapted to work within our interval library: continuity tracking and domain tracking are both examples of this. Adapted techniques can often then be applied to a wider variety of situations and are available to other applications that are clients of the interval library.
The semantics we use for computed graphs are quite simple. Although this allows mathematics students, one of the primary users of this technology, to quickly gain a complete understanding of the information presented by computed graphs, a clear direction for future research is to enrich the semantics of computed graphs so that topological information and other significant features of the graph are also presented. Another clear direction for future work is to develop algorithms that can interactively display three-dimensional formulae with the same degree of mathematical rigor.
